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This online Operations Technology (OT) Security Awareness Training
is designed to make Operators and Engineers understand security
risks for OT systems, the impacts of their own behavior and the
golden rules to keep your operations cyber resilient.
Your staff interact with critical OT systems on an everyday basis. They implement,
maintain and operate these systems, therefore it is essential to ensure that all personnel
fully understand the security risks relevant to their duties and the impact their behaviour
can have on your organisation’s security.
The Online OT Security Awareness Training is designed to address the core concerns
of engineering professionals. We provide a basic training that can be used as-is but can
also be customized to meet your organisation’s specific requirements and incorperated
into existing e-learning platforms. This tailoring ranges from branding (logos, corporate
identity, etc), adding specific languages, to adding company specific content. The couse
has an estimated completion time of two hours, with the ability for management to
generate reports on staff completion rates.

Key Takeaways
Understand the importance of security requirements for both greenfield and
brownfield environments
A solid foundation of OT Security knowledge aimed to help students
comprehend and think critically about OT Security
Learn OT security golden rules to keep operations safe, secure and resilient
in a cost effective manner

Course Content
The training rewards participants with a printable certificate, provides start and stop
convenience to fit to employees work schedules and demonstrates your organisation’s
commitment to protecting your employees, assets and community. The standard Online
OT Security Awareness Training consists of 4 main modules:
Introduction to OT Security
Why OT Security is important
OT Security Mitigation Strategies
OT Security Golden Rules to reduce cyber risk for Operators and Engineers
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